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Like a fairy-tale heroin in a modern day adventure, I focus on the beauty of our world; The magic we miss 
every day, the precious moments that go by unnoticed, the miracles that we are all capable of.

Through the content I create, my audience is inspired to take this journey with me, follow their heart and 
create their own uninhibited, real-life  fairytale...

With a background in communication design and advertising, the purpose of every sponsored content 
I create is to raise brand awareness and sales by implementing specific detail-oriented techniques 
depending on your goals and brand strategy. My goal is to capture your brand image and message and 

conceptualize a beautiful, inspiring capturing way to communicate it visually to the world.

I have worked with many brands ranging from start-ups to high profile multinational corporations 
in fashion, travel, beauty, travel, home and wellness. Whether you are looking for content creation, 
photography, social media exposure, branding strategy or event coverage, I can help you achieve your 

goals.

about me

let's work together

brand partnerships



brand partnerships

travel & dinning

beauty & lifestyle

fashion



social stats

28.3K

2K

opportunities
branded contentbranded content

SPONSORED SOCIAL POSTS:
PHOTOS - VIDEOS - REELS - CINEMAGRAPHS

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION

PRESS TRIPS

PRODUCT REVIEWS

CONTESTS AND GIVEAWAYS

analytics
8% ca. ENGAGEMENT RATE

1.8k ca. LIKES/post

260 ca. COMMENTS/post

40K ca. REACH/week

250 ca. VIEWS/story

30K ca. IMPRESSIONS/week

demographics
locationlocation

35% ca. USA (NY, LA)

20% ca. EUROPE (UK, GREECE)

Other: ca. AUSTRALIA, INDIA

age rangeage range
25-50



ONE IG POST ONE IG POST (CAROUSEL)(CAROUSEL)
$280

ONE REEL POSTONE REEL POST
$280

ONE IG POST & ONE REELONE IG POST & ONE REEL
$450

ONE IG POST & ONE BLOG POSTONE IG POST & ONE BLOG POST
(+ONE STORY FREE-OF-CHARGE INCLUDED)(+ONE STORY FREE-OF-CHARGE INCLUDED)
$430

ONE IG STORY (4 FRAMES+)ONE IG STORY (4 FRAMES+)
$50

ONE IG POST & ONE IG STORYONE IG POST & ONE IG STORY
$300

TWO IG POSTS & ONE BLOG POSTTWO IG POSTS & ONE BLOG POST
(+TWO STORIES FREE-OF-CHARGE INCLUDED)(+TWO STORIES FREE-OF-CHARGE INCLUDED)
$650

1 IG TV VIDEO REVIEW1 IG TV VIDEO REVIEW
$280

PRESS TRIPPRESS TRIP
CUSTOMIZED PRICE UPON REQUEST

RATE CARD

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Let me know what you need and we will 
create a customized package tailor-made for your brand!

contact me
Anna MyrhaAnna Myrha

ANNAMYRHA@GMAIL.COM        @ANNA.MYRHA

All content is plant-based, cruelty-free and in respect to Mother Earth.



ANNA@INAFAIRYTALE.COM         ANNA.MYRHA

contact me

*Royalties and ownership of all content remains in the property of the creator. The creator must be tagged and 
credited in all shares and posts on Instagram. Inquiries are welcome for usage of content on other channels 
(i.e. website, commercials etc) are welcome, as well as client full ownership of content can be negotiated. 

Prices, in these cases will be determined case-by-case depending on the client needs.

Let me know what you need and we can create a customized 
package, tailor-made for your brand!

All content is plant-based, cruelty-free and in respect to Mother Earth.

www.inafairytale.com


